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A Hundred Thousand Threads
Cyndi’s Story

“The future is a hundred thousand threads, but the
past is a fabric that can never be rewoven.”
― Orson Scott Card, American novelist
Cyndi’s story is about a little cocker who came
from hard scrabble beginnings but had the good
fortune to finally cross paths with someone who
stopped to ask, “What do you need? What will
make you feel safe?”

Born in an Arkansas puppy mill, Cyndi was just
5 weeks old when she was passed off to a broker,
then sold and shipped to a New Hampshire pet
store. These must have been terrifying experiences,
especially for a tiny puppy who was pulled from
her mother too soon. Prematurely weaned, Cyndi
missed a natural opportunity to learn essential
socialization skills. She was not taught how to be
a dog among dogs or how to manage on her own in
the world beyond her cage.

Compounding her problems, Cyndi was purchased
by a family who was ill-equipped to raise her. For a
traumatized puppy with little positive experience
connecting with people, sharing a home with very
young and impulsive children was a prescription for
disaster. It did not go well. Within a few months,
Cyndi’s dysfunctional coping mechanisms led the
family to surrender her to CSRNE.

Not surprisingly, Cyndi had become a “closed” dog,
seemingly empty of feeling. “Emotional numbing”
is commonly seen with those suffering from Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. She often detached from
her surroundings by standing stock still and staring
blankly into space, or snarled to keep others away.
Continued on page 3

After nearly two months with Lisa Walker,
Cyndi began emerging from her shell
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Looking for great gifts?
www.csrne.org
www.facebook.com/csrne

- Fresh Maine Balsam Fir
wreaths and centerpieces
-Delicious holiday sugar cookies
- CSRNE Cocker Vineyards wines
- Photos with Santa
- Calendars and so much more!

Want to be the first to hear
about CSRNE’s latest holiday offers?
Email info@csrne.org to subscribe
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Hunter,
Cutest Pet
2018!

Want To Help Us?

More about our
CSRNE
Calendar boy
on page 6

President’s Message

October’s 20th Annual Joey Fund Auction was such fun!
It was wonderful to see old friends and make new ones.
Lulu and Sammy, our 2017 Joey Fund poster dogs, were
charming hosts and happily greeted everyone. Both totally
recovered from heartworm disease, they looked marvelous.

I only wish the Animal Control Officer who found Lulu
and Sammy as pitifully emaciated strays had been there to
join us in celebrating their transformation. When she called
CSRNE a year ago, I heard the strain in her voice as she
described their condition. "They're such sweet dogs,” she
said, “But we can't afford to treat them. They deserve to
have a life. Can you help?"

I also heard her relief when I replied, “Yes, we can.”
CSRNE was willing and able to get involved, to step up and
provide support in a difficult situation. It is gratifying to
offer assurances to Animal Control Officers, caring and
conscientious professionals who see so much abuse and
neglect, that we are here for them, too.
Thanks to you, our dear friends, for giving often and so
generously. Your contributions of all sorts and sizes,
financial and otherwise, help CSRNE make a positive
difference in human and canine lives every day.
Warm wishes for a safe, happy holiday season.
Sincerely,
Gerry Foss
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Donate. Adopt.
Foster. Volunteer.

To learn more about CSRNE,
visit www.csrne.org or call (603) 547-3363.
info@csrne.org
www.csrne.org
Stay connected with us!
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Cyndi’s story… from page 1

CSRNE President Gerry Foss acted quickly and called
Canine Behavior Consultant and Dog Trainer Lisa
Walker, a specialist in coaching fearful and reactive
dogs, to ask if Cyndi could stay with Walker and her
husband, Mike Laflamme. They agreed.

In Walker’s 25 years of rescuing and training dogs,
Cyndi stood out. As Laflamme remarked early on,
“We’ve never had a dog like this.” Says Walker,
“She seemed beaten by life. She was just so shut
down. She didn’t have a spirit; she was just coping.
In seven months, she’d had a lifetime of drama. She
was hard to reach because she never learned how
to effectively communicate with people.”

Moving slowly and deliberately, the couple sought
to give Cyndi what she needed: safety, security,
calm, and consistency. Perhaps for the first time in
her life, Cyndi is treated with respect. Says Walker,
“I observe her body language to see what I think
she needs, what I can do to set her up for success.”

Cyndi was a timid and closed puppy

“Cyndi may be the best dog somebody ever
had. She’s that good.”
- Lisa Walker, CPDT-KA, CBATI

Walker began working with Cyndi by giving her
a protected area of her own, a very large crate,
draped with sheets, where Cyndi could retreat and
rest as often and for however long she wanted.
Walker emphasizes, “You need to let a traumatized
dog decompress. It must be done for there to be
success but the dog must dictate the timeline. It
may take weeks or even months but the environment
has to adapt to the dog, not the other way around.”

Thanks to Walker’s incisive approach and the couple’s
unwavering support, the nearly year-old Cyndi has a
bright future ahead. While she was indelibly formed,
as are we all, by her early landscape, Cyndi has moved
beyond her past and now happily participates in life.

Cyndi is sensitive, bright, and loves to sniff, sniff,
sniff. In a favorite game, Walker flings a handful of
kibble out to the yard where the pieces scatter and lay

A now more-confident Cyndi, center, romps with
playmates Seguin, left, and Willington, right
hidden among the blades of grass. When Walker gives
her the command to go, Cyndi races outside and
scours the yard until she recovers every single morsel.
All the while, laughs Walker, “Her tail is wagging at
90 miles per hour!”
Placed with a sole owner in a home that is calm and
organized around a lot of routine, Cyndi will continue
to blossom. She needs a den of her own where she
can retreat and recharge but in return, says Walker,
“Cyndi may be the best dog somebody ever had.
She’s that good.”
www.csrne.org 3
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It’s All About Reggie

An Open Letter from Bill McCoomb

One recent summer afternoon, my friend
Nina Herlihy of Rye, NH, searching her
computer, found Cocker Spaniel Rescue of
New England, managed by Gerry Foss.

A photo of Reggie caught her eye. Knowing
I wanted to adopt a Cocker Spaniel, she printed
the adoption application. I filled it out and
sent it to CSRNE. Soon after, a visit from their
volunteer home visitor determined I was good
for Reggie. Yay!

I was put in contact with volunteers Rick
Hildebrandt and Betsie Rumbaugh and we
arranged a pick-up time and day.

Reggie is an 11-year-old red Cocker with a docked
tail. Rick and Betsie are dedicated, generous
volunteers for CSRNE in the Hyannis area and
they described Reggie’s 7-month stay in the
kennel for treatment and care in preparation for
adoption. After I met Reggie, we had time together
in an enclosed tennis court to meet each other.

We became puppy and papa. Life at my house
is a two-mile walk on the beach before breakfast
every morning and greeting other friends, the
dog walkers of Jenness Beach, and he always
offers his right hairy foot when offered a treat.
Reggie likes riding in Papa’s old Lincoln to
Philbrick’s Fresh Market, a local coffee bar.

He has acquired his own exercise plan by
digging in the dirt and cultivating my numerous,
moist, earthy gardens. He is sensitive to
numerous sounds in the house and searches
them out, causing no harm to anyone, and likes
a bath so his soft silky coat of hair is shining in
the sunlight. Reggie is a handsome, adult,
well-behaved dude.
Thanks to all CSRNE volunteers.
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Reggie, left, with close pal, Pepper, enjoying
“special guy time” with CSRNE volunteer,
Rick Hildebrandt

Bill McCoomb’s pencil drawing of Reggie
“living the dream” behind the wheel of
a sports car
Editor’s Note: Reggie and McCoomb enjoy a
physically active lifestyle together. Reggie takes
McCoomb for long walks every day, starting
with a 2- to 3-mile trek before breakfast. While
McCoomb likely logs at least 10,000 human
steps daily, the number of “canine steps” taken
by fellow athlete, Reggie, is undetermined.
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‘Amazing’ Is My Middle Name

Hi, folks. My name is “Buster” but people
often call me “Amazing” so I say that’s my
middle name. I’m looking for a forever home,
so if you want to learn more
about me, please call Gerry at
(603) 547-3363.
Let me tell you a little about
myself. I’m 12 years old.
Until 6 months ago, I lived
with my dad. I was with him
my whole life so I have all
my papers and you can talk
to people who’ve known me
a long time. I’m a great companion. My dad used to say
that I stayed so close to him
that it was like he had a pork
chop attached to his ankle.

Dean Hutson. They do a lot for CSRNE. I
was nervous when I first got here, but I settled
down as soon as I got to know everybody,
mapped out the whole place in
my mind, and figured out the
new routines. Anti-anxiety
meds helped, too.
I lost my vision to cataracts
when I was just a pup, but
being blind doesn’t slow me
down a whit. I’ve got a great
nose, so if I smell somebody
new, I use a low rumble (my
inside voice) to alert everybody
to a possible intruder. It’s my
job and I take it seriously.

Dean works from home, too,
so I keep tabs on him. And he
knows that I love to ride in the
car so he takes me out with
him to run errands. I like to
stay active. Keeps me sharp.

After he passed away, I
bounced around a bit. I started
off at a kennel but I raised such
The amazing Buster relishing a
a ruckus that they moved me
quiet moment to himself
over to my doctor’s place. I’m
adaptable but I wasn’t crazy about that either. I
Ok, that’s all for now. Remember, if you want
kept thinking to myself, “I’m not sick. Why am I
to meet me, call Gerry and ask for “Amazing.”
here?” Heck, I’ve always lived in a home so
She’ll know who you mean.
that’s where I wanted to be.
Thank you!
Now I’m staying with friends, Karen and
-Buster

Our Mission

Established in 1987, Cocker Spaniel Rescue of New England is one of the nation’s oldest and largest cocker
spaniel rescue groups. CSRNE is dedicated to rescuing and placing homeless American Cocker Spaniels
throughout New England.
CSRNE volunteers partner with animal shelters, other rescue groups, and veterinarians to save, improve, and
extend the lives of abandoned and neglected cockers. Hundreds of dogs have been given another chance to
enjoy life and an opportunity to enrich the lives of caring individuals and families who have opened their hearts
and homes to these wonderful animals.
CSRNE is a 501 (c) 3 non-profit organization. All donations are tax-deductible. Thank you!

www.csrne.org 5
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Two Peas in A Pod

Tightly knit brothers, Hunter and McKinley, three plus
and four-and-a-half years old respectively, could not be
closer. Hunter can even pluck a ball from McKinley’s
mouth and there are no hard feelings.

In addition to Gabe, a 7-year-old Maltese, Hunter and
McKinley share their home with Tina Upham and
Richard Randlov. Randlov’s attachment to the breed
dates back 75 years. “Cocker Spaniels,” he says, “Are
loyal, friendly, affable, and easygoing. If I go out to the
mailbox, they’re as happy as hell to see me when I
return, even it’s only been two minutes.” Adds Upham,
about Hunter and McKinley, “God gave us a bucket of
love!” The two brothers, she says, “Are attached at the
hip, two peas in a pod, and absolutely, incredibly sweet.”

Both Hunter and McKinley competed in this year’s
Cutest Pet Contest. Hunter won the top spot and
McKinley came in 6th. Together, with the support of
many other worthy contestants, they inspired
supporters to contribute more than $7,000, far
beyond CSRNE’s $3,000 fundraising goal! Thank
you, everybody, and let’s do it again next year!
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Hunter, right, CSRNE’s Cutest Pet 2018,
with brother McKinley, a fellow contestant
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Auctioneer Rich Merrill with helpers Elaine Alden,
left, and Karen Shor, right

Laurie Drazek, left, and Colleen Crowley
selling raffle tickets

20th Annual Cocker-Palooza!
Auction Co-Chairs Jane Morgan and Elaine Alden,
Special Guest Randy Price, Auctioneer Rich Merrill,
and a dedicated group of CSRNE volunteers threw
a 30th birthday party for 125 valued supporters.
Together, they raised essential funds to cover the
medical costs of rescued cockers in our care.

Gerry Foss watching Special Guest Randy Price
with Lulu, Elaine Alden at left, and Jane Morgan

Sammy, on chair, with CSRNE President Gerry Foss,
right, and honorees Sherry and Ralph Defeo

CSRNE President Gerry Foss paid special tribute to
Sherry and Ralph Defeo. Over the past 15 years,
Defeo Ranch has been home to more than 80 -yes, EIGHT ZERO! – foster dogs. Cockers who need
long-term rehabilitation and delicate treatment
are welcomed with open arms. Thank you, Defeo’s!
Cheers to Elizabeth Maglio for producing another
Oscar-worthy video and to photographer Terry
Walker for recording the day’s festivities. Woof!

Another selection of fabulous items for bid at this
year’s Silent Auction
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Holidays sneak up on you this year? CSRNE
to the rescue! Check out www.csrne.org for all
sorts of great gifts and stocking stuffers!

Hi, I’m Chloe and I’m 11-1/2 years
old. I’m a sweetie; an easygoing, classic,
Velcro cocker who loves people!

I’m Chloe’s sister, Sara. They call me
“a cutey and a spirited little monkey”
because I’m young at heart!

AVAILABLE FOR ADOPTION!

To learn more about Bailey, shown at top, Chloe, Sara and
other cockers, please call (603) 547-3363 or visit www.csrne.org

